The Influence of Flooding Phenomenon to Pressure Drop on Hotleg Simulator with L/D=25
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Abstract

Cooling system in nuclear reactor is much influenced by counter-current flow. When a leakage is occurred, coolant in primary circuit of hotleg and hot steam from reactor will flows in counter-current condition. An experimental investigation has been performed to examine the effect of flooding phenomenon on the pressure drop. It was observed using acrylic complex pipe as hotleg simulator consisting of three parts: horizontal, bend and inclined pipe. Geometrical sizes of pipes was in scale of 1/30 of the actual hotleg geometrical size in the PWR with inner diameter=25.4 mm, the horizontal pipe length L=635 mm, and inclined pipe length was 20 mm with an angle of 50\(^\circ\). Pressure drop was measured by using differential pressure sensor installed in the lower-tank (RPV simulator) and upper-tank (SG simulator). Pressure drop was observed before, during and after flooding. Based on the observation, it was found that the change of flow pattern is followed by the change of pressure drop. The results of this study were also compared with some correlations using the dimensionless superficial velocity parameter by Wallis correlation. Wallis correlation can be written as

\[ J_{\text{wallis}}^q + 0.3974 J_{\text{wallis}}^w = 0.4832. \]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two phase flow (it may in form of gas-liquid, solid-liquid, and solid-gas phase) was categorized as multiphase flow. In many industrial applications such as oil and gas, refrigeration equipment, condenser, production of chemical and food processing, nuclear and geothermal power plant, and others, the phenomenon of multiphase flow can be found. In nuclear power plant, two phases flow also occurred in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) as shown in Figure 1.1. When loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) which caused by depressurization was occurred because of leakage on primary piping, steam will be generated in PWR. The steam will flow into SG by hot-leg pipe. When arrives at SG (inside primary pipe), steam will be condensed. The condensate then flows into hot-leg pipe into RPV. As result, in hot-leg pipe, counter current of steam and water was generated.

The success of cooling of nuclear reactor in primary piping is depending on behavior of two phase counter current. Counter current of gas and liquid only stable for certain value limit of mass flow rate. When mass flow rate of steam increase to much, a portion of cooling fluid experience flow back to steam generator. The phenomenon is known as Counter Current Flow Limitation (CCFL) or start of the occurrence of flooding. When flooding phenomenon is not adequately managed then cooling of reactor will fail.
Figure 1.1 Scheme of Pressurized Water Reactor

Hewitt et al. [3] measured gradient of pressure for two phase counter current in vertical pipe. From the research, it can be concluded that measuring of pressure gradient was a good indicator in accurate detection of the occurrence of onset of flooding. Flooding can be characterized by visual observation and pressure drop [9]. Wongwise [9] defined the onset of flooding is a point when mass flow of gas and liquid phase can not be increased anymore in steady state counter-current flow. Flooding phenomenon in two phase counter-current of water-air, according to Deendarlianto, et.al. (2008), was indicated as maximum rate of air mass flow which flow into inlet. Another definition of flooding was stated by Issa [5] as a condition when increase in air mass flow followed by stop of water flow carried by air flow partially or wholly. Flooding phenomenon may occurred in geometry of vertical pipe or horizontal one. The phenomenon can be observed by visual observation, liquid flow rate and pressure gradient.

Research on phenomenon of flooding in counter-current flow of water-air has been conducted by researchers. Many researchers did the research by modelling of hot-leg-pipe with various geometry and size to observe occurrence of flooding phenomenon. There were correlations in research report literatures on flooding. But uncertainty in mechanism of flooding makes the phenomenon still need to be investigated. This research was focused on characterization of two phase counter-current flow which flow in complex pipe based on measurement of pressure drop.

Wallis [8] proposed dimensionless parameter JK* which define superficial velocity of gas and liquid which related to velocity of gas when flooding was generated. This parameter was a comparison between inertial force and hydrostatic force and defined as:

\[ J_K^* = J_K \sqrt{\frac{g \rho}{g_{l}D^2(\rho - \rho_{G})}} \]  (1)

To show the velocity of each phase then flux volumetric or superficial velocity was used as comparison of volumetric mass flow to total area of flow:

\[ J_{L} = \frac{Q_{L}}{A} \]  (2)

With \( \rho \) indicate density, \( g \) gravitational speed and \( D \) diameter of pipe. By indicating those parameters, Wallis proposed equation related to CCFL as:

\[ j_{G}^{1/2} + mj_{L}^{1/2} = C \]  (3)

Value of \( m \) is depending on physical properties of liquid and gas, while \( C \) is depending on experimental conditions especially inlet and outlet condition of working fluids. When inlet and outlet condition of fluids is smooth enough the \( C \) is equal to 1.
2. METHODOLOGY

Observation of flooding phenomenon in complexes pipe as hot-leg simulator was conducted by controlling volumetric flow rate of water to be constant at first. Air volumetric mass flow then increased gradually and periodically (every 15 seconds) until condition of onset of flooding to zero-liquid penetration was occurred, as shown in Figure 2.1 for Region I and Region II.

![Figure 2.1 Terminology of two phase counter-current flow of gas-liquid (Deendarlianto et.al. [2])](image1.png)

Installation of experiment was consisted of equipment to control water flow, equipment to control air, and equipment of testing section. Scheme of experimental design was depicted in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2 Scheme of experimental installation](image2.png)

Liquid in form of water was pumped from reservoir tank to supply tank. After water was collected in sufficient amount in supply tank, the pump was turned off. Water then flow into upper tank (as simulator of steam generator) by controlling of water flowmeter opening. From upper tank, water was flow into complex pipe and ended in lower tank (as simulator of reactor pressure vessel). Complex pipe was replica of hotleg in form of
horizontal pipe with L/D=25 (635 mm/25.4 mm), elbow/bend and inclined pipe (50° to horizontal line). Meanwhile air from compressor was flown into regulator to be controlled for contact air pressure. After passing regulator, air then flows into air flowmeter to lower tank and flow in counter current with the direction of water flow in complex pipe and ended in upper tank.

Pressure drop of two phases between lower-tank and upper-tank was measured in differential pressure transmitter made by The Validyne Model P55. Current output signal from the transmitter then transformed by Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) in Data Acquisition System from National Instrument to pressure signal as function of time. Data acquired from DAQ then presented, stored, and processed by using Personal Computer (PC).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Basic Characteristic of Counter-current Flow in Hotleg

From visual data taken by high speed camera, basic characteristic of counter current flows in complex pipe can be observed. High and low of air and water flow rate will form different flow pattern, such as stratified flow, stratified-wavy flow, slug flow, and churn flow.

When gas mass flow was low, it means that flow rate of air was relatively low for certain water flow rate as observed in divided interface of water and air with air in upper part and water in lower part. In this condition, flow pattern was stratified flows and have relationship with gravity. A stratified flow was depicted in Figure 3.1 (a). In inclined section and elbow of hotleg, the water layer was thin. Flowing water from upper tank was accelerated in inclined section because of gravity influence.

When air flow rate was increased further, interface border became unstable. The size of generated wave has direct relation with magnitude of air mass flow rate. The generated flow pattern was stratified-wavy, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b).

With the increased of air mass flow rate, the onset of flooding will occur and marked by onset of slugging. Slug flows will occurred when wave touch upper limit of pipe and then pushed back by air. Flow pattern of slugging was depicted in Figure 3.1 (c). In inclined section, the churn flow was occurred and marked by small bubbles which followed by droplet flow into upper tank as depicted in Figure 3.1 (d).

![Figure 3.1 (a) Stratified flow pattern for JG=0 m/s and JL=0.020 m/s](image)

![Figure 3.1 (b) Stratified-wavy flow pattern for JG=1.97 m/s and JL=0.020 m/s](image)

*Figure 3.1 (a)-(c) Changes of flow pattern of counter current flow for JL=0.02 m/s*
When change of flow pattern was occurred, pressure drop between upper tank and lower tank also changed. When in stratified pattern, pressure drop will increase slowly as superficial velocity increase every 15 second. The increase has tendency to follow linear one. Pressure drop when in stratified pattern increased slowly because film thickness also increased so that area of air flow was decreased. When in wavy pattern, gradient of pressure drop became higher than in stratified pattern. Increase of pressure drop has positive correlation with increasing of size and amount of bubbles. When slug was generated as start of flooding, pressure drop will suddenly increase. Figure 3.2 depicted correlation between time (s) with pressure drop (kPa) with superficial velocity of water was constant (J_L=0.020 m/s).

**Figure 3.2 Relationship between pressure drop and time for J_L=0.02 m/s**

In Figure 3.3, it can be shown that relationship between average of pressure drop (\(\Delta P\)) with superficial velocity of air (J_G) in superficial velocity of water J_L=0.02 m/s; J_L=0.053 m/s; and J_L=0.092 m/s. In the Figure 3.3 also was shown point of onset of flooding. The point was refers to definition of Wongwises (1996), in which onset of
flooding was marked by onset of flooding. It was shown that before flooding, the changes of average of pressure drop of flow pattern for each increase of $J_G$ was linear in trend with small gradient. After superficial velocity of air was increased further, flooding was occurred and slope changes increase drastically. In average, the pressure drop at the moment before flooding (when in stratified pattern or wavy, when flooding, and after flooding) has tendency to be higher than value of higher $J_L$.

Figure 3.3 Relationship between averages of pressure drop ($\Delta P$) with air superficial velocity ($J_G$)

3.2. Correlation of Superficial Velocity to Onset of Flooding

Mechanism of flooding is a function of superficial velocity of water [10]. Wongwises [10] divide 3 (three) region with relation of $J_L^{0.2}$ and $J_L^{0.3}$ for flooding point based on differential mechanism. In this research, occurrence of onset of flooding has tendency as shown in Figure 7. In this research, the comparison between length of horizontal pipe and diameter of pipe (L/D) was 25. Air flow rate for occurrence of onset of flooding was decrease following increase of water flow rate. Graph of onset of flooding when compared with previous research has similar tendency with graph from Apip and Hadiprayono's research, the difference was in inclination of line in this research was smaller and curve position above the previous graph. When written in Wallis correlation, the equation become $J_G^{1/2} + mJ_L^{1/2} = C$, with $m=0.3974d$ and $C=0.4832$. It can be said that flooding was easier for higher water flow rate. In line with increase of water superficial velocity, the thickness of film thickness was increased. Area of air flow in pipe became smaller so that air flow became faster in hitting the peak of higher hydraulic jump. The effect was occurrence of bubble in the peak of hydraulic jump which will grow into slug.  

There was different realization for different L/D. This was show that the geometrical comparison between length of horizontal pipe to diameter of pipe influence initiation of flooding, i.e. occurrence of slug. When comparing in whole, on set flooding was occurred faster for bigger L/D. According to Al Issa and Macian [4], this was caused by friction of water flow was higher than pipe was longer and makes thickness of film fluid near elbow become higher. This condition made flooding which initiated by slug generation on peak of hydraulic jump become occurred faster.
4. CONCLUSION

Based on the research in investigating counter current flow of water-air in complex pipe, it can be conclude that:

a. When in stratified pattern, the pressure drop increased slowly following the increase of superficial increase of air. When in wavy pattern, the increase of pressure becomes higher. When slug was occurred as initiation of flooding, the pressure drop between upper and lower tank was increased drastically. With higher superficial velocity of water (J_L), slope changes of pressure drop increased drastically and faster, showing faster occurrence of flooding. Average of pressure drop has tendency to be higher for higher value of J_L.

b. Air flow rate for the occurrence of onset of flooding was decreasing in line with increasing of water flow rate. When expressed in Wallis correlation, it can written as $J_L^{-0.5} + 0.3974 J_L^{0.5} = 0.4832$.
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